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Nevada County Media Presents Community Meet & Pitch: A Platform for Creative
Collaboration

Nevada County, CA - March 26, 2024 - Nevada County Media, the communities hub for creative
expression and community engagement, is thrilled to announce its upcoming event, Community Meet
& Pitch, scheduled for Wednesday, April 10, 2024 at 5:30pm. This dynamic gathering will take place
at Nevada County Media and promises to be a pivotal moment for local creatives and entrepreneurs
alike.

The Meet & Pitch is designed to foster collaboration and networking within Nevada County's vibrant
community of media professionals, artists, filmmakers, musicians, and storytellers. This event offers a
unique opportunity for individuals to connect with like-minded peers, and explore potential
collaborations. Participants are invited to present their ideas in a friendly and supportive environment
to each other and to the NCM team. Whether it's a film, podcast, music, video series, stage
performance, photography series, digital artwork, or any other form of media, The Meet & Pitch
welcomes diverse voices and perspectives.

"We're incredibly excited to bring back and host this Community Meet & Pitch," said Ramona Howard,
Executive Director at Nevada County Media. "This event encapsulates our commitment to
empowering local creatives and fostering a thriving media ecosystem in Nevada County. It's a
platform for collaboration, innovation, and community building."

Attendees can present their idea in two ways. They can present a two minute elevator pitch to the
entire group and or mingle and connect with potential collaborators, mentors, and industry
professionals directly. The Meet & Pitch aims to spark new ideas, forge meaningful connections, and
support the growth of creative projects within the community.

The event is open to all members of the public who are passionate about media and storytelling.
Whether you're a seasoned professional or just starting your creative journey, the Meet & Pitch
welcomes individuals at every stage of their career.

To participate, simply show up. NCM is located at 355 Crown Point Circle behind Analog Devices. It is
the best hidden gem in the community. Don't miss this chance to be part of a dynamic community of
creators and innovators. Join us at the Meet & Pitch and let your voice be heard!

About Nevada County Media
Nevada County Media is a nonprofit organization dedicated to empowering the community through
media production and education. By offering resources and internship programs, NCM fosters local
talent and creative expression. To learn more about NCM and its programs, visit
www.nevadacountymedia.org.

Media Inquiries
For media inquiries, please contact Nevada County Media at (530) 272-8862 or email
stationmanager@nevadacountymedia.org.
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